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ABSTRACT: Single chains of metal atoms are expected to be perfect one-dimensional nanowires in nanotechnology, due to their quantum nature including tunable electronic or spin coupling strengths. However, it is still rather difficult to fabricate such nanowires with metallic atoms under directional and separation control. Here, we succeeded in building higher-order single diamondoid-chains from the lower-order chains using a chemically well-controlled approach that employs diamondoids on metal surfaces. This approach results in higher-order diamondoid double chains by linking two neighboring single chains, and ultimately forms a central chain consisting of single Cu atoms suspended by the diamantane framework. The suspended Cu atoms are placed above the metal surface with a periodic distance of 0.67 ± 0.01 nm. Our bottom-up approach will allow detailed experimental investigations of the properties of these exciting suspended metal atoms (for example, quantized conductance, spin coupling, as well as transfer, etc.). Furthermore, we also identified different spatial configurations on the metal surfaces in on-surface reaction processes using high-resolution AFM imaging and density functional theory computations. Our findings broaden the on-surface synthesis concept from 2D planar aromatic molecules to 3D bulky aliphatic molecules.

1. INTRODUCTION

As we are quickly approaching the size limit of silicon-based technologies, further miniaturization is only possible by moving toward the ultimate limit of single molecule (or even single atom) building blocks as key components in electronic circuitry. This emerging field termed molecular-scale electronics or single-molecule electronics relies on the premise that precise control of nanometer distances is possible and that the required molecular building blocks can be produced precisely, reproducibly, and on a large scale. Despite many challenges facing the application of miniaturized electronic devices to real life systems, nanoscale devices and elaborated principles of their application already exist today, some examples being systems capable of charge transport across molecular monolayers, organic spintronics, single-atom catalysts, etc. Additionally, molecular junctions where one organic molecule acts as a bridging unit and connects neighboring metal atoms are illustrative examples of unimolecular rectifiers, devices capable of current conductance only in one direction. Another course to take when designing nanomolecular architectures is the manufacture of nanowires, scaffolds capable of reliable conductance at long distances, while retaining desired device properties emerging from their inherent quantum nature. An important early study of nanodevice electron transport showed that single chains of Au atoms display quantized conductance, meaning that they act as one-dimensional quantized nanowires. Such noble metal chains are therefore expected to be near perfect one-dimensional conductors. While research on gold chains has since been continued, copper has been out of the spotlight for quite some time. Despite continuous efforts to perfect the methods for generating ultrathin nanowires a few Cu atoms wide, a single atom width nanowire (potential conductor)
is still the ultimate dream that could also be accessible by a single molecule approach. In such chains, directional control and separation of conductive and semiconductor moieties without the use of conventional passive separation layers could be possible. Moreover, by delving into the quantum nature of the atom-wide nanowires, exciting properties such as tunable electronic or spin coupling strengths could become accessible.

Like in so many areas of nanotechnology, metallic nanostructures of interest can be designed using either a top down or a bottom up approach with the same final goal of precise shape control that provides the necessary selectivity and functionality. Our research in this arena follows the bottom up principle as a way to avoid randomness of the formed ensembles, and to this end we used diamondoids, naturally occurring nanoscale diamond-like hydrocarbons capable of precise self-assembly due to their controllable functionalization and stabilization of their monolayers by London dispersion interactions. Some recent examples of diamondoid scaffold applicability in single-molecule electronics include diamondoid monolayers capable of monochromatic electron photoemission, linear-chain nanodiamond wires inside carbon nanotubes, diamondoid functionalized Au-coated Ge nanowire field emitters, and a fullerene-diamantane unimolecular rectifier. In the context of our present study, an especially notable example of applicable nanowires is a hybrid metal–diamondoid chalcogenide material prepared recently. More specifically, the metal–organic chalcogenide (MOC) consisted of an electrically conductive inorganic core that retained the band-like transport properties and a diamondoid outer part that acted both as a molecular structure-directing agent and as an insulator. The observed nanowire growth was directed by diamondoid self-assembly, producing a strongly confined conducting material.

Now we turn our attention to chain formation on metal surfaces with the hope of producing uniform single-atom wide metal chains that are held in place by diamondoid side anchors. We chose copper as the metal because Cu nanowires would be highly desirable for a variety of applications. We employed modern scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques to characterize the self-assembled structures in combination with bis-apical 4,9-diamantane dicarboxylic acid (DDA) as the precursor for the diamondoid directed self-assembly; carboxylic acids readily undergo annealing on metal surfaces. To generate the diamantane anchor assemblies, we used the tools of on-surface synthesis that we previously successfully applied when performing surface reactions such as decarboxylation coupling, peroxide coupling, and σ-bond metathesis that require precise tuning of the reaction conditions.

As illustrated in Figure 1, here we present a chemically controlled approach to anchor DDA diamondoids at the metal surface, building of higher-order single diamondoid-chains from the lower-order ones, generation of higher-order diamondoid double chains by linking two neighboring single chains, and ultimately the formation of a central metallic chain consisting of single Cu atoms anchored by the diamantane framework. We expect this bottom up strategy to provide a route to a class of one-dimensional suspended metallic atom chains. Furthermore, we also successfully identified the different DDA geometries in on-surface reactions by high-resolution AFM imaging and density functional (DFT) computations. This study is likely to take the on-surface synthesis concept from 2D planar aromatic to 3D bulky aliphatic molecules.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

STM Measurements. The initial STM experiments were performed by an Omicron low temperature (78 K) scanning tunneling microscope (LT-STM) with a base pressure of 1 × 10⁻¹⁰ mbar. STM images were acquired in constant current mode, with the sample biased. Au(111), Ag(111), and Cu(111) surfaces were cleaned by several cycles of sputtering and annealing. 4,9-Diamantane dicarboxylic acid (DDA) was evaporated from a crucible at 190 °C with a deposition speed of ~0.067 ML/min (calibrated by STM images). Thermal annealing toward the samples was monitored by an IR detector.

nc-AFM and XPS Measurements. The nc-AFM measurements were conducted with an Omicron low-temperature (~5 K) scanning probe microscope (LT-STM/AFM) with a base pressure of 1 × 10⁻¹⁰ mbar. A tuning fork-based cantilever in the qPlus configuration, an etched W-tip in the frequency modulation mode, was used. The qPlus sensor parameters were: spring constant k ≈ 2000 N m⁻¹; resonance frequency fₚ ≈ 24 kHz, and typical quality factors were in the range Q ≈ 20 000–40 000 (at liquid He temperature). All AFM images were acquired at constant height with an oxygen-terminated copper tip. As our nc-AFM scanning, we also recorded the simultaneous current image without any bias applied, defined AFM-current image. This LT-STM/AFM system was directly connected to an XPS analysis system, which allowed for in situ sample transfer. The base pressure of the XPS part was around 2 × 10⁻¹⁰ mbar. Photoelectrons were excited by a monochromated Al Kα X-ray source and analyzed by a SPECS PHOIBOS 100 hemispherical analyzer in conjunction with a 2D delayline detector. Additionally, the molecular deposition parameters were established at 175 °C, with a deposition rate ~0.125 ML/min (calibrated by STM image). The XPS binding energy simulations were done by DFT (for details, see the Supporting Information).

Computations. Geometry optimizations of DDA and bis-dehydrogenated DDA were performed at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311 +G(d,p) level of theory using Gaussian 16, without the Cu surface. Chem3D software was used to visualize the obtained geometric configuration of DDA and to measure the atom-to-atom distance and the corresponding top hydrogen atoms were marked in green on the presented figures. Semiempirical computations of DDA molecules on a Cu(111) surface were performed using the GFN-xTB approach developed by Grimme et al. A copper crystal surface cut-out consisting of 169 Cu atoms (dimensions: 26 × 15 × 2.5 Å) or 234...
Cu atoms (dimensions: 38 × 15 × 2.5 Å) was taken, and the atoms were frozen to simulate the copper lattice. DDA molecules were placed on the corresponding copper slab, optimized, and the obtained geometries compared to the structural parameters obtained from AFM imaging, as described previously. Further details and the corresponding coordinates are provided in the Supporting Information.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hydrogen-Bonding Self-Assembly of DDA. As we previously demonstrated, it is possible for diamondoids to adopt different orientations on metal surfaces due to their bulkiness, rigidity, and incompressible 3D structure. Their self-assembly is largely governed by London dispersion interactions. Accordingly, diamondoids can not only diffuse and rotate on the surface but may also appear to roll on it. Therefore, only recent advances in noncontact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) techniques using CO−46−48 and Cu−O terminated tips5,6,39 that provide submolecular resolution on the top atoms make it possible to confirm the bulky molecule rolling effect, which will vary the top atoms.

We considered and tested different metal surfaces [Au(111), Ag(111), and Cu(111)], and copper was identified as the best metal template due to its strongest confinement and because it is an excellent catalyst for on-surface reactions of 4,9-diamantane dicarboxylic acid (DDA) (Figure S1). Because of hydrogen bonding between the carboxylic groups and interaction of the molecules with the surface, the predicted orientation of DDA while adsorbed on Cu(111) is shown in Figure 1b. Note that the distances between the carbon atoms of the carboxylic group and the metal surface are different and vary depending on the on-surface orientation of the diamantane scaffold. A proposed reaction pathway for stepwise on-surface annealing reactions is depicted in Figure 1c. Rotation of the carboxylic groups enables a contact between the surface and the corresponding atoms (first H, then O, and finally C) and during the subsequent thermal treatment results in the induced surface-catalyzed dehydrogenation, followed by deoxygenation and finally the carbon–metal coordination processes takes place. Consequently, on-surface reaction products will have varying distances d1 and d2, and therefore the apparent rolling of diamantane framework will be induced, thus forming various orientations of DDA derivatives on Cu(111).

Figure 2. Self-assembled structure of DDA on a Cu(111) surface. (a) Proposed hydrogen-bond modes: head-to-tail (phase I) and head-to-head/tail-to-tail (phase II). (b) STM image of the self-assembly showing both hydrogen-bonding phases I and II (−2 V, 6 pA, 10 × 10 nm). (c and d) Magnified STM images (c-i, 3.5 × 3.5 nm and d-i, 4 × 4 nm, −2 V, 6 pA) and nc-AFM constant height images (c-ii, 3.5 × 3.5 nm and d-ii, 4 × 4 nm, oscillation amplitude Aosc = 0.7 Å, V = 25 mV), as well as their proposed spatial configurations with top hydrogen atoms marked in green (c-iii and d-iii: top, the side view of DDA; middle, the side view of DDA after being rotated 90° along the axis parallel to substrate surface; bottom, the side view of DDA after being rotated 180° along the axis parallel to substrate surface).
We showed previously that 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylic acid self-assembles on metal surfaces via a process driven by carboxylic acid hydrogen bonding.\textsuperscript{34} However, in case of DDA, different modes of hydrogen-bonding interactions are feasible, head-to-tail, head-to-head, and tail-to-tail (Figure 2a). Figure 2b-i depicts two different hydrogen-bonding phases (I, head-to-tail and II, head-to-head/tail-to-tail) in DDA self-assemblies. Note that STM images of such high resolution were obtained by using a Cu–O terminated tip.\textsuperscript{38,39} Upon inspection of the images, one notices that DDA molecules show slightly different heights in contrast even in the same phase (for example, the DDA molecule in the central black rectangle shows higher brightness in spatial distribution than the other two DDAs in neighboring black rectangles), as marked by the black and red rectangles (Figure 2b). This may be caused by the rotational flexibility of carboxylic hydrogen bonding versus Cu surface to finely tune its height (hydrogen bonding plane parallel or vertical versus Cu surface). Furthermore, the hydrogen-bonding alignment direction marked by a black dashed line in phase I is different from that in phase II (the red line in Figure 2b). Thus, the self-assembly structure of DDA is not a fully periodic structure like that of a 3D crystal. However, for two DDA molecules engaging in both hydrogen-bonding phases, it was found that the distances $D_1$(COOH–COOH) and $D_2$(COOH–COOH) were both 1.88 ± 0.01 nm, agreeing with the computed distance of 1.88 nm very well (Figure S9). It has been demonstrated that high-resolution nc-AFM imaging with a CO-modified tip is capable of showing the terminal hydrogens of bulky molecules on surfaces.\textsuperscript{27,46} To reduce effects due to tip flexibility, we used the more rigid Cu–O tip termination for the present study.\textsuperscript{39} Accordingly, the top hydrogens could clearly be visualized and identified (Figure 2c-ii and d-ii), where the corresponding structural assignments were further confirmed by the simultaneous recorded STM images (Figure 2c-i and d-i). These results strongly suggest that the main adsorption configurations of DDA are different in phases I and II, because different top hydrogens are pointing in the perpendicular direction from the metal surface. Even inside phase I, it is noticeable that hydrogen heights, as determined from image brightness, are different in Figure 2c-i and c-ii, respectively, suggesting that the configurations are slightly different. Note that this could not be observed only using the STM images (compare Figure 2d-i with d-ii), once again confirming the complementarity of STM and AFM imaging techniques when trying to discern the on-surface assembly and behavior of bulky 3D molecules. As shown in Figure 2c-iii and d-iii, both proposed DDA configurations, with one side carboxylic group higher and the other side lower relatively to substrate surface, show very good agreement in nc-AFM contrast signatures and atom-to-atom distances (experimental values, $L_{11}$, 4.72 ± 0.1 Å and $L_{22}$, 2.88 ± 0.1 Å; computed distances, $L_{11}'$, 4.87 Å and $L_{22}'$, 2.56 Å). Note a mismatch between the DDA nc-AFM image feature (Figure 2c-ii) of phase I and the proposed configuration of Figure 2c-iii; it is presumably caused by slight tilting/rolling adjusted by the hydrogen bonding with neighboring DDA molecules. This indicates that our nc-AFM data are governed by the top hydrogen atoms of 3D molecules, even though two hydrogen atoms at the same carbon cannot be distinguished clearly enough (Figure 2c-ii and c-iii). Additionally, we found evidence that the nc-AFM tip can roll the DDA molecules during scanning, thus resulting in a new configuration (Figure S2).

**Formation of Single and Double Diamantane Chains.**

The subsequent thermal treatment ($\sim$157 °C) triggered dehydrogenation and deoxygenation reactions (Figure S3),
resulting in DDA-derived single and double chains (Figure 3a). Figure 3b-i depicts a magnified STM image of the single chains that is markedly different from the self-assembly structure, shown in Figure 2. Dehydrogenation of carboxylic groups most probably causes the molecule to rotate and bind directly to the metal surface via a COO−Cu bond (Figure 3c−). Furthermore, it is deduced that the dehydrogenation occurred on both DDA carboxylic groups of the single chains because they show the same contrast in STM and nc-AFM measurements (Figure 3b-i and b-ii). The breaking of the hydrogen-bond network is evident from a new configuration of the diamantane cage that was confirmed by the recorded nc-AFM image (Figure 3b-ii). This new configuration appears to be quite similar to the configuration induced by the scanning tip (Figure S2). A spatial bis-dehydrogenated DDA configuration is further demonstrated by Figure 3b-iv, with the top hydrogen atoms (relatively flat in a plane parallel to the substrate surface) satisfying the nc-AFM image feature and also a satisfactory atom-to-atom distance agreement (experimental value, $L_s$ 4.88 ± 0.1 Å and $L_u$ 2.95 ± 0.1 Å; computed distances, $L_s'$ 4.42 Å and $L_u'$ 2.48 Å). Note that a reasonable large error between experimental and theoretical values was obtained on the two indistinguishable hydrogen atoms of the DDA CH$_2$ groups.

The simultaneously recorded AFM current image (Figure 3b-iii) can be interpreted as a conductivity map of DDA assemblies on the metal surface. Note that the right and left sides of the single chains show higher conductivity (they are brighter) than the metal site, probably caused by the carboxylate slightly pulling the Cu atoms off the surface (shorter distance to the STM tip causes higher tunnelling current). These results agree well with the conjecture of carboxylic bonding to the metal surface, implying enhanced conductivity of the carboxylic part. Furthermore, STM manipulations of such single chains support the COO−Cu bonding hypothesis and not covalent interactions between diamantane scaffolds (Figure S4). In addition to straight single chains, curved single chains were also identified and resulted in nc-AFM topology and AFM current images comparable to the images of the straight chains (Figure S5).

A further type of product that we observed are DDA derived double chains. Figure 4a-i and -ii depicts magnified STM and nc-AFM images of a straight double chain, with one single chain on each side. Note that the metal atoms inside the double chains could be clearly identified as the dots in the AFM current image marked by a black dashed rectangle (Figure 4a-iii) and the periodic distance of Cu atoms was measured as 0.67 ± 0.01 nm. On the basis of this, we can assume that two single chains were further chemically linked by a set of common Cu atoms via a deoxygenation process (Figure 4c). Such reaction further pulls single copper atoms up from the surface and consequently tilts the diamantane framework because the distance between the carboxylic carbon atom and the surface shortens. This tiny tilt (labeled Θ) i s further confirmed by the proposed spatial configuration in Figure 4b-iv, which can also be supported by the features of nc-AFM image on double chains (the hydrogen atom near the Cu linkage is obviously higher than the other hydrogen atoms). Note that computational geometry optimization provides three stable positions for such Cu atoms sitting above, below, and in the molecular plane (Figure S7). However, the in-plane case can be excluded by XPS analysis because the carboxylic O 1s peak corresponding to the (C=O)−Cu component is kept unchanged after dehydrogenation, and mainly the carboxylic C

Figure 4. Formation of double DDA chains on the Cu(111) surface. (a and b) Magnified STM images (i, −2 V, 10 pA), nc-AFM images (ii), and simultaneous nc-AFM current images (iii) at $A_{nc-AFM} = 0.7$ Å, $V = 25$ mV of straight double DDA chains (a, 5.5 nm × 5.5 nm) and splitting double DDA chains (b, 5.5 nm × 5.5 nm); a-iv and a-v are the corresponding line profiles as marked with a red line in a-i and blue line in a-ii, respectively; b-iv is the side view of the proposed tiny tilt bis-dehydrogenated DDA. (c) Computed orientation of two dehydroxylated DDA molecules forming double chains with a copper atom in the middle (central Cu atom below the molecular plane).
due to the insertion of copper, while in the AFM images double chains appear topographically higher than the single chains due to the tilted orientation of the diamantane cage.

We also observed the splitting effect of a double chain as revealed by imaging a single chain that proceeded to form double chains with the adjacent two single chains (Figure 4b-i). The two diamondoid molecules located at switching positions again show different on-surface orientations of the assemblies (Figure 4b-ii). As expected, the two lines of the linked Cu atoms in such splitting double chains could be clearly observed (Figure 4b-iii).

By carefully adjusting the thermal treatment, the reaction output can be controlled and optimized (Figure 5a-e). Gentle annealing (below 128 °C) mainly broke the self-assembled structure and induced the formation of structures with a higher roughness (not a flat monolayer structure) (Figure 5b). Single and double chain structures appeared after annealing at around 157 °C. However, disordered DDA-derived assembly structures still coexisted, and we also identified top chains sitting on single chains (Figure 5c-i). By increasing the annealing temperature to 167 °C, more double chains formed (Figure 5d-i), and a supra-structure of the pyramidal phase was also observed (Figures 5d-ii and S6). Upon further increase of the annealing temperature to 193 °C, DDA derived double chains formed as the main product in high quality and at large scale (Figure 5e), with no single chains and only a few molecules in a disordered phase (Figure S3E). Ultimately, annealing above 203 °C destroyed the double chains and formed disordered unidentified species (Figure S3).

**XPS Characterization of DDA Derivatives.** To further explore and characterize the observed on-surface chemistry of DDA, XPS measurements were performed on the samples obtained from different temperature annealing protocols (Figure 5). We found that the C 1s main peaks corresponding to carbons of the diamantane cage do not change during the various annealing processes. However, the carboxylic C 1s main peak undergoes pronounced shifts from the as-grown sample (288.95 eV) to the double chains as the main product (287.61 eV) (Figure S7 and Table S1). This is further supported by an analysis of the O 1s core level data, which also shows pronounced changes and allows tracking of the chemical interconversion of DDA derivatives. On that note, Figure 5f shows two shifted peaks at 531.04 and 534.39 eV, corresponding to −C(＝O)＝Cu and −C(＝O)═O＝Cu, respectively (detailed in Table S2). The appearance of the O 1s peak for the−C(＝O)＝O＝Cu moiety strongly points toward a dehydrogenation reaction, and then it was gradually reduced further, as evident by comparison with the O 1s peak of −C(＝O)＝O＝Cu. These data confirm the subsequent deoxygenation reaction. Thus, we deduce that, as dehydrogenation occurs, the hydroxyl oxygen atom of the carboxylic group cannot reach the Cu(111) surface due to a spatial restriction (the chemical Cu−O bonding would be elongated and weakened), and the O 1s peak of such radical-like oxygen is

---

**Figure 5.** XPS characterization of DDA derivatives on a Cu(111) surface. (a–e) Representative STM images after multiannealing steps: as-grown (−0.5 V, 10 pA, 8 × 8 nm), 128 °C (1.3 V, 10 pA, 17 × 17 nm), 157 °C (i, −1 V, 10 pA, 25 × 25 nm and ii, −0.5 V, 5 pA, 8.4 × 8.4 nm), 167 °C (i, −1 V, and ii, −0.5 V, both at 10 pA, 25 × 25 nm), and 193 °C (i, overview, −1 V, 10 pA, 84 × 84 nm, and ii, zoomed-in, −0.3 V, 100 pA, 8.2 × 8.2 nm). (f) High-resolution XPS spectra on O 1s core levels of DDA derived sample from as-grown (top) to 5 steps annealing temperatures (bottom, the final step corresponds to annealing at 245 °C).
therefore shifted to higher binding energies when compared to its initial peak at 533.32 eV. Similarly, as deoxygenation occurs, the bonding of the derivative with a carbonyl −C(==O)−Cu−C(==O) will occur, and its O 1s peak is shifted to lower binding energies when compared to its initial peak at 531.98 eV. We also observed that the intensity of the O 1s double peak corresponding to the intact carboxylic group was continuously reduced during annealing.

To support our assignments of the observed species, we performed gas-phase DFT computations to estimate the chemical shifts of the initial and final states (Figure S8). Our results are in qualitative agreement with the measured values, showing that the oxygen signal of the −C(==O)−Cu−C(==O) − species is considerably shifted to lower binding energies (Table S3) upon metalation of the carbon atom. This further confirms the proposed on-surface reaction. Additionally, to confirm the proposed reactivity of DDA molecules upon annealing and metallic chain formation, we performed a theoretical study using the semiempirical GFN-xTB computational approach. All details are provided in Figures S9−S11 and Tables S4−S6. We found an overall excellent match between the computed geometries of DDA structures on the Cu(111) surface and the experimentally observed data.

4. CONCLUSION
Surface-controlled dehydrogenation and deoxygenation processes of carboxylic groups provide a reproducible route to tailor the anchoring of diamondoids to metal surfaces by building higher-order single diamondoid-chains from the lower-order chains. Such rigorous spatial control manufacturing of one atom wide metallic chains, a feat with important implications for nanotechnology and electronic device down-sizing. This strategy provides opportunities for analyzing physical properties of such quantum-scale electronic circuitry, for example, their band structure, magnetism, and charge/spin transport along the set of spatial periodic magnetic metal atoms, etc. Furthermore, the size of the anchoring layer can be readily adjusted because diamondoids (as well as other well-defined and readily available spacers) come in different shapes and sizes, and thus provide additional control and enrich the number of possible ensembles for on-surface architectures capable of charge/spin transport.

The Supporting Information:
Additional data and analysis by STM, nc-AFM, XPS, and computations.
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